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What you might learn depending What you might learn depending 
on your level of drowsiness!on your level of drowsiness!

�� Brief summary of US airspace historyBrief summary of US airspace history
�� US airspace structure & regulatory requirementsUS airspace structure & regulatory requirements
�� Special use airspaceSpecial use airspace
�� Other kinds of airspaceOther kinds of airspace
�� How to avoid How to avoid checkridecheckride errorserrors
�� Airspace in and around Byron and TahoeAirspace in and around Byron and Tahoe�� Airspace in and around Byron and TahoeAirspace in and around Byron and Tahoe



Brief History of US Brief History of US 
AirspaceAirspace

�� The whole concept of controlled airspace is to provide aircraft separation.The whole concept of controlled airspace is to provide aircraft separation.
�� In 1927, the federal airway system that restricts a substantial portion of our airspace In 1927, the federal airway system that restricts a substantial portion of our airspace 

was acquired by the FAA from the US Postal Service.  was acquired by the FAA from the US Postal Service.  
�� In 1929, Jimmy Doolittle completely covered the windows in his aircraft and flew a In 1929, Jimmy Doolittle completely covered the windows in his aircraft and flew a 

blind flight.  By 1933 the FAA had an instrument rating and subsequently IFR traffic.blind flight.  By 1933 the FAA had an instrument rating and subsequently IFR traffic.
�� The first Air Traffic Control Center was formed in 1935 by four airlines.  There were The first Air Traffic Control Center was formed in 1935 by four airlines.  There were 

two additional centers by the time the government took over several months later.two additional centers by the time the government took over several months later.two additional centers by the time the government took over several months later.two additional centers by the time the government took over several months later.
�� In 1956, a United DCIn 1956, a United DC--7 and a TWA Super Constellation collided over the Grand 7 and a TWA Super Constellation collided over the Grand 

Canyon leading the FAA to hasten the development of widespread ATC and radar Canyon leading the FAA to hasten the development of widespread ATC and radar 
coveragecoverage

�� 5 Mile cylinders were established around airports for instrument approaches.  Let 5 Mile cylinders were established around airports for instrument approaches.  Let 
downs were added down to 1,200 and 700 AGL to allow for descents to begin further downs were added down to 1,200 and 700 AGL to allow for descents to begin further 
from the airportfrom the airport

�� With the introduction of VOR’s, Loran, RNAV and INS, unprecedented route flexibility With the introduction of VOR’s, Loran, RNAV and INS, unprecedented route flexibility 
was available.  So, in the 1970s, the FAA pushed a large portion of Class E airspace was available.  So, in the 1970s, the FAA pushed a large portion of Class E airspace 
down to 1,200 between airways.  down to 1,200 between airways.  

�� As air traffic grew around busier airports, aircraft without radios were made As air traffic grew around busier airports, aircraft without radios were made 
unwelcome followed shortly by restrictions on aircraft without transponders.unwelcome followed shortly by restrictions on aircraft without transponders.



US Airspace StructureUS Airspace Structure

There are two categories of airspace in the US There are two categories of airspace in the US 
NAS (National Airspace System):NAS (National Airspace System):
�� RegulatoryRegulatory (Class A, B, C, D and E, restricted (Class A, B, C, D and E, restricted 

and prohibited)and prohibited)
�� NonregulatoryNonregulatory (MOA’s, warning areas, alert (MOA’s, warning areas, alert 

areas, and controlled firing areas)areas, and controlled firing areas)areas, and controlled firing areas)areas, and controlled firing areas)
Within these categories are four types:Within these categories are four types:
�� ControlledControlled
�� UncontrolledUncontrolled
�� Special Use (SUA)Special Use (SUA)
�� Other AirspaceOther Airspace



NAS ABC’sNAS ABC’s

�� Class G Class G –– Typically low altitude, minimal regulation, low Typically low altitude, minimal regulation, low 
weather minimumsweather minimums

�� Class E Class E –– Weather minimums increase, Weather minimums increase, most of our glider most of our glider 
flying happens in this airspaceflying happens in this airspaceflying happens in this airspaceflying happens in this airspace

�� Class D Class D –– Need to communicate with control tower for Need to communicate with control tower for 
separationseparation

�� Class C Class C –– Busier than D, control tower, approach control, Busier than D, control tower, approach control, 
transponder (mode C) transponder (mode C) 

�� Class B Class B –– Busier than C, ATC, transponder, Private Pilot Busier than C, ATC, transponder, Private Pilot 
minimum (or endorsement)minimum (or endorsement)

�� Class A Class A –– Above 18,000, IFR only. Above 18,000, IFR only. 



Class G (Uncontrolled)Class G (Uncontrolled)
�� Class G is all airspace that is not classified as A, B, C, D or E.Class G is all airspace that is not classified as A, B, C, D or E.
�� Think of Class G as a 1,200 foot blanket that covers most of the country.  Think of Class G as a 1,200 foot blanket that covers most of the country.  
�� Occasionally, this blanket is disturbed by transitional controlled airspace (Class E) Occasionally, this blanket is disturbed by transitional controlled airspace (Class E) 

down to 700 feet AGL and sometimes the surface.  down to 700 feet AGL and sometimes the surface.  
�� In remote and mountainous regions, the In remote and mountainous regions, the boundriesboundries between Class G and E airspace between Class G and E airspace 

will vary up to 14,500MSL.  These variations are denoted by the blue zipper lines.will vary up to 14,500MSL.  These variations are denoted by the blue zipper lines.
�� During the day, in that 1,200AGL blanket (in the, hopefully, rare occasions that During the day, in that 1,200AGL blanket (in the, hopefully, rare occasions that 

gliders play there), the FAA allows us to fly clear of clouds in one mile of visibility gliders play there), the FAA allows us to fly clear of clouds in one mile of visibility **..gliders play there), the FAA allows us to fly clear of clouds in one mile of visibility gliders play there), the FAA allows us to fly clear of clouds in one mile of visibility **..
�� When we manage to find Class G airspace above 1,200AGL and below 10,000MSL, When we manage to find Class G airspace above 1,200AGL and below 10,000MSL, 

then we are expected to stay a little further from the clouds to the tune of 500 below, then we are expected to stay a little further from the clouds to the tune of 500 below, 
1,000 above and 2,000 from.  If you find yourself illegally flying a glider at night, 1,000 above and 2,000 from.  If you find yourself illegally flying a glider at night, 
make sure to have 3 miles of visibility instead of one.make sure to have 3 miles of visibility instead of one.

�� On those excellent soaring days when we make it above 10,000MSL and 1,200AGL, On those excellent soaring days when we make it above 10,000MSL and 1,200AGL, 
we need to stay at least 1,000 feet below, 1,000 feet above and 1 mile from those we need to stay at least 1,000 feet below, 1,000 feet above and 1 mile from those 
clouds while cruising along with at least 5 miles of visibility.  This is the same as clouds while cruising along with at least 5 miles of visibility.  This is the same as 
Class E above 10,000MSL making memorization a little easier.  Hopefully.Class E above 10,000MSL making memorization a little easier.  Hopefully.

* Be careful, uncontrolled IFR traffic can 
be lurking in Class G under these 
conditions

* Be careful, uncontrolled IFR traffic can 
be lurking in Class G under these 
conditions



Class E (Controlled)Class E (Controlled)
�� As glider pilots, we spend most of our flying time in Class E airspace.  As glider pilots, we spend most of our flying time in Class E airspace.  
�� Due to the proliferation of radar and ATC facilities throughout the country, Class E Due to the proliferation of radar and ATC facilities throughout the country, Class E 

airspace covers most of the United States starting at 1,200AGL.airspace covers most of the United States starting at 1,200AGL.
�� StructureStructure--wise, Class E starts at 14,500MSL and is lowered for various reasons in wise, Class E starts at 14,500MSL and is lowered for various reasons in 

order to separate IFR traffic.  Here are most of the reasons for lowered Class E order to separate IFR traffic.  Here are most of the reasons for lowered Class E 
airspace:airspace:

–– Airport surface areas and extensions for instrument approaches (indicated by dashed magenta lines)Airport surface areas and extensions for instrument approaches (indicated by dashed magenta lines)
–– Used for transition, down to 1,200 or 700 AGL (indicated by blue and magenta faded lines respectively)Used for transition, down to 1,200 or 700 AGL (indicated by blue and magenta faded lines respectively)–– Used for transition, down to 1,200 or 700 AGL (indicated by blue and magenta faded lines respectively)Used for transition, down to 1,200 or 700 AGL (indicated by blue and magenta faded lines respectively)
–– Federal airways down to 1,200AGL, 8 miles wide (indicated by blue faded lines)Federal airways down to 1,200AGL, 8 miles wide (indicated by blue faded lines)
–– Varying floors differentiated by staggered blue lines.  Mostly found in mountainous (Tahoe) and remote Varying floors differentiated by staggered blue lines.  Mostly found in mountainous (Tahoe) and remote 

areas of the US.areas of the US.

�� In order to provide adequate separation for IFR traffic, the minimums for flight in In order to provide adequate separation for IFR traffic, the minimums for flight in 
Class E airspace are a bit higher than Class G.  Under 10,000 MSL, we need to stay Class E airspace are a bit higher than Class G.  Under 10,000 MSL, we need to stay 
500 feet below a cloud, 1,000 above and 2,000 from.  We also need at least 3 miles 500 feet below a cloud, 1,000 above and 2,000 from.  We also need at least 3 miles 
of in flight visibility. of in flight visibility. 

�� Once we are above 10,000 MSL in Class E airspace, the minimums are the same as Once we are above 10,000 MSL in Class E airspace, the minimums are the same as 
Class G; 1,000 below, 1,000 above, 1 mile from and 5 miles visibility.Class G; 1,000 below, 1,000 above, 1 mile from and 5 miles visibility.



Class D Class D 

�� Basic tower controlled field.  Basic tower controlled field.  
�� No minimum pilot requirementsNo minimum pilot requirements
�� In place to separate traffic at busier airportsIn place to separate traffic at busier airports
�� Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering 

Class D.  Once you hear your call sign, you are free to enter airspace (even if the Class D.  Once you hear your call sign, you are free to enter airspace (even if the 
controller says “standby”).controller says “standby”).

�� Basic dimensions are surface to 2,500AGL surrounding an airport.Basic dimensions are surface to 2,500AGL surrounding an airport.�� Basic dimensions are surface to 2,500AGL surrounding an airport.Basic dimensions are surface to 2,500AGL surrounding an airport.
�� If you do find yourself navigating your glider into Class D airspace, the weather If you do find yourself navigating your glider into Class D airspace, the weather 

minimums should be familiar: you need to stay 500 feet below, 1,000 above and minimums should be familiar: you need to stay 500 feet below, 1,000 above and 
2,000 from with in flight visibility of at least 3 miles. 2,000 from with in flight visibility of at least 3 miles. 



Class C Class C 

�� Radar serviced airport and surrounding airspaceRadar serviced airport and surrounding airspace
�� No minimum pilot requirementsNo minimum pilot requirements
�� Transponder required for positive radar separation of traffic (no waiver for gliders)Transponder required for positive radar separation of traffic (no waiver for gliders)
�� Typically in place to service larger and busier primary airports with surrounding Typically in place to service larger and busier primary airports with surrounding 

airports and dense traffic.airports and dense traffic.
�� Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering �� Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering Two way radio required and communication must be established before entering 

Class C.  Once you hear your call sign, you are free to enter airspace (even if the Class C.  Once you hear your call sign, you are free to enter airspace (even if the 
controller says “standby”).  Make sure and call approach control first or the tower will controller says “standby”).  Make sure and call approach control first or the tower will 
get cranky.  These procedures are in place to ensure an orderly flow of traffic to get cranky.  These procedures are in place to ensure an orderly flow of traffic to 
provide minimum separation.provide minimum separation.

�� Basic dimensions are surface to 5,000AGL for the inner 5 mile radius ring and a Basic dimensions are surface to 5,000AGL for the inner 5 mile radius ring and a 
1,200AGL to 5,000AGL shelf for the outer 10 mile radius ring1,200AGL to 5,000AGL shelf for the outer 10 mile radius ring

�� If you do find yourself navigating your glider into Class C airspace, the weather If you do find yourself navigating your glider into Class C airspace, the weather 
minimums are the same as Class D.  minimums are the same as Class D.  



Class B Class B 

�� Radar serviced airport and surrounding airspaceRadar serviced airport and surrounding airspace
�� Minimum Private Pilot or appropriate endorsed StudentMinimum Private Pilot or appropriate endorsed Student
�� Transponder required for positive radar separation of traffic (no waiver for gliders)Transponder required for positive radar separation of traffic (no waiver for gliders)
�� In place at only the busiest airports in the country.  There are approximately 40 Class In place at only the busiest airports in the country.  There are approximately 40 Class 

B airports in the USB airports in the US
�� Two way radio required and communication must be established and a specific Two way radio required and communication must be established and a specific 

clearance into Class B airspace must be received before enteringclearance into Class B airspace must be received before entering
�� Basic dimensions are surface to 10,000AGL.  The rings are customized for local Basic dimensions are surface to 10,000AGL.  The rings are customized for local 

airspace and airports.airspace and airports.
�� This is more informational since you probably won’t find yourself cleared into Class B This is more informational since you probably won’t find yourself cleared into Class B 

airspace all that often in a glider.  But, weather minimums actually decrease here.  If, airspace all that often in a glider.  But, weather minimums actually decrease here.  If, 
somehow, you get cleared into this airspace, you need 3 miles of visibility and you somehow, you get cleared into this airspace, you need 3 miles of visibility and you 
need to just be clear of clouds.need to just be clear of clouds.



Class A Class A 

�� Class A airspace begins at 18,000 MSL and goes to 60,000 MSLClass A airspace begins at 18,000 MSL and goes to 60,000 MSL
�� Class A airspace covers the entire contiguous United StatesClass A airspace covers the entire contiguous United States
�� IFR clearances are required for all aircraft in Class A airspace, so there are no VFR IFR clearances are required for all aircraft in Class A airspace, so there are no VFR 

weather minimumsweather minimums
�� Occasionally, we are able to talk the FAA into providing wave windows so gliders can Occasionally, we are able to talk the FAA into providing wave windows so gliders can 

fly higher than 17,999.  These letters of agreement can also specify cloud clearance fly higher than 17,999.  These letters of agreement can also specify cloud clearance fly higher than 17,999.  These letters of agreement can also specify cloud clearance fly higher than 17,999.  These letters of agreement can also specify cloud clearance 
and visibility requirements as well as glider equipment (transponders)and visibility requirements as well as glider equipment (transponders)



Terminal Radar Service Area Terminal Radar Service Area 
(TRSA)(TRSA)

�� TRSA’s are reasonably rare. TRSA’s are reasonably rare. 
�� They act like Class C airspace, but participation in radar service is optional and They act like Class C airspace, but participation in radar service is optional and 

transponders are not required. transponders are not required. 
�� No special pilot certification or equipment is required. No special pilot certification or equipment is required. 







Special Use AirspaceSpecial Use Airspace

Special Use Airspace (SUA) was developed to identify activities or surface areas that Special Use Airspace (SUA) was developed to identify activities or surface areas that 
contain special rules, activities and may possibly be hazardous.  Scheduled hours for a contain special rules, activities and may possibly be hazardous.  Scheduled hours for a 
particular SUA can be obtained from Flight Service or a VFR sectional.  The five main particular SUA can be obtained from Flight Service or a VFR sectional.  The five main 
types are:types are:
�� Prohibited AreasProhibited Areas
�� Restricted AreasRestricted Areas�� Restricted AreasRestricted Areas
�� Warning AreasWarning Areas
�� Military Operations Areas (MOA’s)Military Operations Areas (MOA’s)
�� Alert AreasAlert Areas



Prohibited AreasProhibited Areas
Prohibited areas are permanently “off Prohibited areas are permanently “off 
limits” and entry into these areas by limits” and entry into these areas by 
aircraft is illegal.  Prohibited airspace aircraft is illegal.  Prohibited airspace 
is marked with the letter “P”, followed is marked with the letter “P”, followed 
by a number, on the Sectional.by a number, on the Sectional.



Restricted AreasRestricted Areas

Restricted areas are also off limits, Restricted areas are also off limits, 
but not entirely prohibited to flight. but not entirely prohibited to flight. 
These areas are also marked on These areas are also marked on 
the Sectional with the letter “R”, the Sectional with the letter “R”, 
followed by a number followed by a number 



Warning AreasWarning Areas
Ok, unless you are Buzz and you insist on Ok, unless you are Buzz and you insist on 
flying a glider over open ocean between flying a glider over open ocean between 
Dillingham and Molokai, then you are unlikely Dillingham and Molokai, then you are unlikely 
to meet one of these. These extend from 3nm to meet one of these. These extend from 3nm 
beyond the shore over domestic or beyond the shore over domestic or 
international waters.  They are advisory in international waters.  They are advisory in 
nature only.nature only.



Military Operations Areas (MOA’s)Military Operations Areas (MOA’s)
There are There are nono restrictions to VFR traffic flying through MOA’s.   So, you can legally fly restrictions to VFR traffic flying through MOA’s.   So, you can legally fly 
into these areas without fear of breaking any laws.into these areas without fear of breaking any laws.
However, this airspace was set aside for a reason.  Which includes, very fast aircraft However, this airspace was set aside for a reason.  Which includes, very fast aircraft 
with no speed limits, aerial refueling, air combat training and formation flying.with no speed limits, aerial refueling, air combat training and formation flying.
It’s always a good idea to contact the controlling agency for traffic advisories (see It’s always a good idea to contact the controlling agency for traffic advisories (see 
below)below)



Alert AreasAlert Areas
There are also no There are also no 
restrictions to flying restrictions to flying 
through Alert Areas.  through Alert Areas.  
These usually indicate These usually indicate 
areas of dense aviation areas of dense aviation 
activity.  activity.  
While no communication While no communication 
is required while is required while is required while is required while 
operating in these areas operating in these areas 
(outside of the relevant (outside of the relevant 
airport airspace), it would airport airspace), it would 
be prudent and safe to be prudent and safe to 
indicate your intentions.  indicate your intentions.  
This also allows the This also allows the 
controlling agency to call controlling agency to call 
out other traffic to you.out other traffic to you.



Airspace Odds and EndsAirspace Odds and Ends

�� Controlled Firing AreasControlled Firing Areas
�� National Security AreasNational Security Areas
�� Local Airport Advisory AreasLocal Airport Advisory Areas
�� Military Training Routes (MTR’s)Military Training Routes (MTR’s)
�� Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFR’s)Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFR’s)
�� Parachute Jump AreasParachute Jump Areas�� Parachute Jump AreasParachute Jump Areas
�� Air Defense Initiation Zones (ADIZ)Air Defense Initiation Zones (ADIZ)
�� Mode C VeilsMode C Veils
�� The Washington DC Special Flight Rules AreaThe Washington DC Special Flight Rules Area



Airspace Odds and EndsAirspace Odds and Ends
�� Controlled Firing Areas Controlled Firing Areas –– These are not charted and activities are immediately These are not charted and activities are immediately 

ceased when spotter aircraft or ground lookout indicate an aircraft might be ceased when spotter aircraft or ground lookout indicate an aircraft might be 
approaching the area.approaching the area.

�� National Security Areas National Security Areas –– These are established by NOTAM over areas that require These are established by NOTAM over areas that require 
increased security.  The nature of these and the relevant restrictions are available increased security.  The nature of these and the relevant restrictions are available 
from Flight Servicefrom Flight Service

�� Local Airport Advisory Areas Local Airport Advisory Areas –– These are not charted, but at airports with no control These are not charted, but at airports with no control 
tower, and a local Flight Service is on field, the FSS provides advisory service to tower, and a local Flight Service is on field, the FSS provides advisory service to tower, and a local Flight Service is on field, the FSS provides advisory service to tower, and a local Flight Service is on field, the FSS provides advisory service to 
arriving and departing traffic up to 10sm.arriving and departing traffic up to 10sm.

�� Military Training Routes (MTR’s) Military Training Routes (MTR’s) –– These are oneThese are one--way, high speed routes.  There are way, high speed routes.  There are 
two kinds: IR (IFR) and VR (VFR).   Routes with no segments above 1,500 AGL are two kinds: IR (IFR) and VR (VFR).   Routes with no segments above 1,500 AGL are 
indicated with 4 numbers.  A route with any segment above 1,500 AGL is indicated indicated with 4 numbers.  A route with any segment above 1,500 AGL is indicated 
with 3 numbers.  There are no speed limits for military aircraft on these routes.  Be with 3 numbers.  There are no speed limits for military aircraft on these routes.  Be 
careful!careful!



Airspace Odds and EndsAirspace Odds and Ends
�� Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFR’s) Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFR’s) –– These are usually issued at the last minute These are usually issued at the last minute 

and cover a wide range of activities from Presidential travel to fire fighting and and cover a wide range of activities from Presidential travel to fire fighting and 
sporting events.  The only official source for TFR’s is a call to FSS.  sporting events.  The only official source for TFR’s is a call to FSS.  

�� Parachute Jump Areas Parachute Jump Areas –– We are very familiar with this at Byron.  These areas will be We are very familiar with this at Byron.  These areas will be 
indicated in the A/FD, noted on Sectional Charts and the controlling ATC agency will indicated in the A/FD, noted on Sectional Charts and the controlling ATC agency will 
be aware of jump operations. be aware of jump operations. 

�� Air Defense Initiation Zones (ADIZ) Air Defense Initiation Zones (ADIZ) –– These exist over the coastal waters of the These exist over the coastal waters of the 
United States and along the border with Mexico.  You must file a flight plan to cross United States and along the border with Mexico.  You must file a flight plan to cross United States and along the border with Mexico.  You must file a flight plan to cross United States and along the border with Mexico.  You must file a flight plan to cross 
into these zones.  So, into these zones.  So, RamyRamy, when you try to beat your Yuma record by flying into , when you try to beat your Yuma record by flying into 
Mexico, be sure to read up on ADIZ procedures.Mexico, be sure to read up on ADIZ procedures.

�� Mode C Veils Mode C Veils –– 30nm veils around Class B airports.  Mode C transponders are 30nm veils around Class B airports.  Mode C transponders are 
required in this airspace.  A waiver is given to aircraft certified without engine driven required in this airspace.  A waiver is given to aircraft certified without engine driven 
electrical systems (electrical systems (ieie. gliders) . gliders) 

�� The Washington DC Special Flight Rules Area The Washington DC Special Flight Rules Area –– If you ever plan to fly within 60 miles If you ever plan to fly within 60 miles 
of the DCA VOR, you must complete special awareness training.   The airspace itself of the DCA VOR, you must complete special awareness training.   The airspace itself 
is within 30 miles of the DCA VOR and requires special equipment, pilot training,  is within 30 miles of the DCA VOR and requires special equipment, pilot training,  
and entry and exit procedures.and entry and exit procedures.



How to Avoid Common How to Avoid Common CheckrideCheckride
ErrorsErrors

�� Most of the United States is covered by Class E and G airspace. Most of the United States is covered by Class E and G airspace. 
�� According to two local glider DPE’s, Private, Commercial AND CFIG candidates According to two local glider DPE’s, Private, Commercial AND CFIG candidates 

struggle the most on these two classes of airspace.struggle the most on these two classes of airspace.
�� For gliders, there is very little difference between E and G besides cloud clearance For gliders, there is very little difference between E and G besides cloud clearance 

and visibility requirements.  Know the weather minimumsand visibility requirements.  Know the weather minimums
�� Unless specifically identified, Class E airspace starts at 14,500MSL, ends at Unless specifically identified, Class E airspace starts at 14,500MSL, ends at 

17,999MSL and starts up again at 60,000MSL.  All class E airspace below 17,999MSL and starts up again at 60,000MSL.  All class E airspace below 
14,500MSL is identified on a sectional chart14,500MSL is identified on a sectional chart14,500MSL is identified on a sectional chart14,500MSL is identified on a sectional chart

�� Trivia: What is the highest altitude of Class G airspace in the 48 contiguous states?Trivia: What is the highest altitude of Class G airspace in the 48 contiguous states?
�� 16,005, which is 1,500AGL over Mt. Whitney16,005, which is 1,500AGL over Mt. Whitney
�� Transponder requirements: Class A, B and C airspace plus over 10,000MSL and Transponder requirements: Class A, B and C airspace plus over 10,000MSL and 

within Mode C veil (within 30NM of Class B).within Mode C veil (within 30NM of Class B).
–– Gliders have waiver over 10,000MSL and within the Mode C veil (outside of Class B).Gliders have waiver over 10,000MSL and within the Mode C veil (outside of Class B).

�� Another trivia: There are certain areas of Class E airspace below 10,000MSL, Another trivia: There are certain areas of Class E airspace below 10,000MSL, 
outside of those mentioned, that gliders are not exempt of the transponder outside of those mentioned, that gliders are not exempt of the transponder 
requirement.requirement.

�� Class E airspace between the ceiling of Class C/B and 10,000MSLClass E airspace between the ceiling of Class C/B and 10,000MSL



How to Spot Class E Floors on the How to Spot Class E Floors on the 
SectionalSectional



Airspace Around ByronAirspace Around Byron



Airspace Around ByronAirspace Around Byron
We have most every kind of airspace you can want around our home airport of Byron.We have most every kind of airspace you can want around our home airport of Byron.
�� The airport environment at Byron sits happily in Class G airspace.  The airport environment at Byron sits happily in Class G airspace.  
�� As you can see on the sectional, Class E airspace starts at 700AGL within As you can see on the sectional, Class E airspace starts at 700AGL within 

approximately 5nm of the airport. (this is for the local instrument approach).approximately 5nm of the airport. (this is for the local instrument approach).
�� As we move beyond the soft magenta lines, we find Class E airspace at 1200AGL.  As we move beyond the soft magenta lines, we find Class E airspace at 1200AGL.  

The entire bay area has Class E to 1200AGL unless otherwise indicated.  The entire bay area has Class E to 1200AGL unless otherwise indicated.  
�� To the West and East, we have two Class D airports (Livermore and Stockton).To the West and East, we have two Class D airports (Livermore and Stockton).�� To the West and East, we have two Class D airports (Livermore and Stockton).To the West and East, we have two Class D airports (Livermore and Stockton).
�� To the North, we have an Alert Area at Travis AFB.To the North, we have an Alert Area at Travis AFB.
�� Further to the West, we have two Class C airports (Oakland and San Jose) and a Further to the West, we have two Class C airports (Oakland and San Jose) and a 

Class B airport (San Francisco).  This also includes a 30nm veil that comes within Class B airport (San Francisco).  This also includes a 30nm veil that comes within 
approximately 8 miles of Byron. approximately 8 miles of Byron. 

�� South of Byron, we have a National Security Area by Livermore and a Restricted South of Byron, we have a National Security Area by Livermore and a Restricted 
Area next to TracyArea next to Tracy

�� Almost all of our glider flying from Byron will keep us in Class E airspace.  There are Almost all of our glider flying from Byron will keep us in Class E airspace.  There are 
a lot of aviation activities to be cautious of.  Skydivers, military training, Victor a lot of aviation activities to be cautious of.  Skydivers, military training, Victor 
airways, common VFR corridors, restricted airspace, other dense traffic.airways, common VFR corridors, restricted airspace, other dense traffic.



Airspace Around ByronAirspace Around Byron

North of Discovery Bay on North of Discovery Bay on 
the Manteca (ECA) 278 the Manteca (ECA) 278 
radial at 21 nm, there is an radial at 21 nm, there is an 
aerobatic box for our local aerobatic box for our local 

Approximate location of acrobatic boxApproximate location of acrobatic box

aerobatic box for our local aerobatic box for our local 
jet team.  This will be jet team.  This will be 
posted as a NOTAM and posted as a NOTAM and 
will look like: will look like: SCK 09/005 SCK 09/005 
ECA AEROBATIC ACFT ECA AEROBATIC ACFT 
7000/BLW 3 NMR 7000/BLW 3 NMR 
ECA278021 AVOIDANCE ECA278021 AVOIDANCE 
ADZDADZD



Airspace Around TahoeAirspace Around Tahoe



Airspace Around TahoeAirspace Around Tahoe
The Tahoe area is a little less congested, aviation wise, than Byron, but has it’s own The Tahoe area is a little less congested, aviation wise, than Byron, but has it’s own 
share of airspace concerns.share of airspace concerns.
�� Truckee, Minden and Air Sailing all sit in Class G airspace with 700AGL Class E Truckee, Minden and Air Sailing all sit in Class G airspace with 700AGL Class E 

transitions above.  transitions above.  
�� Outside of these transition areas, there are considerable differences in the floors of Outside of these transition areas, there are considerable differences in the floors of 

Class E airspace from the standard 1,200 AGL up to floors of 13,100 MSL.Class E airspace from the standard 1,200 AGL up to floors of 13,100 MSL.
�� In the middle of the three primary In the middle of the three primary gliderportsgliderports, we have a Class C airport (Reno) with , we have a Class C airport (Reno) with 

Class C airspace to 8,400MSL.Class C airspace to 8,400MSL.Class C airspace to 8,400MSL.Class C airspace to 8,400MSL.
�� South of Lake Tahoe, Lake County airport has Class E airspace to the surface. South of Lake Tahoe, Lake County airport has Class E airspace to the surface. 
�� To the East, we have multiple MOA’s and Restricted areas.  Remember to review the To the East, we have multiple MOA’s and Restricted areas.  Remember to review the 

Sectional for times, altitudes and relevant restrictions.Sectional for times, altitudes and relevant restrictions.
�� Most of our glider flying out of the Tahoe airports will be in Class E airspace.  If we Most of our glider flying out of the Tahoe airports will be in Class E airspace.  If we 

find ourselves under 13,000 MSL over the southern portion of the find ourselves under 13,000 MSL over the southern portion of the PinenutsPinenuts, we will , we will 
be cruising through Class G.  North of Pyramid Lake out of Air Sailing, it is pretty be cruising through Class G.  North of Pyramid Lake out of Air Sailing, it is pretty 
easy to find yourself in the Reno MOA.easy to find yourself in the Reno MOA.




